The Crops Twilight Tour, Barbecue & Ice Cream Social was an absolute success with 94 in attendance!
The weather was pleasantly hot, nearly perfect for the evening activities and the wagon tour - The farm looked spectacular! A special thanks to Donald, Alfred, and Ronald.

The stops we made in 2022 were:
- Basil Downy Mildew, Alan Leslie, Agent, UME
- Artisan Tomato Trial, Ben Beale, Principal Agent, UME
- Tomato Management during Extreme Weather, Jerry Brust, Vegetable IPM Specialist, UME
- Hot Set Tomato Variety Trial, Ben Beale, Principal Agent
- Using Spring-Seeded Cover Crops to Reduce Herbicide Inputs in Plasticulture Systems, Dwayne Joseph, Agent, UME
- Using Biosolarization to Suppress Soil-borne Pests and Improve Weed Control, Dwayne Joseph, Agent, UME
- Using Living and Dead Cover Crops to Suppress Weeds in Sweet Corn, Cerruti Hooks, Professor, ENTM
- Blackberry and Raspberry Trial, Alan Leslie, Agent, UME